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Self-Initiating MUSIC-Based Direction Finding
in Underwater Acoustic Particle

Velocity-Field Beamspace
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Abstract—This paper introduces a novel blind MUSIC-based
(MUltiple SIgnal Classification) source localization algorithm ap-
plicable to an arbitrarily spaced three-dimensional array of vector
hydrophones, each of which comprises two or more co-located and
orthogonally oriented velocity hydrophones plus an optional pres-
sure hydrophone. This proposed algorithm: 1) exploits the inci-
dent sources’ angular diversity in the underwater acoustic par-
ticle velocity field; 2) adaptively forms velocity-field beams at each
vector-hydrophone; 3) uses ESPRIT to self-generate coarse esti-
mates of the sources’ arrival angles to start off its MUSIC-based it-
erative search with noa priori source information; and 4) automat-
ically pairs the -axis direction-cosine estimates with the -axis
direction-cosine estimates. Simulation results verify the efficacy of
this proposed scheme.

Index Terms—Acoustic interferometry, acoustic signal pro-
cessing, acoustic velocity measurement, array signal processing,
blind estimation, direction of arrival estimation, sonar arrays,
underwater acoustic arrays.

I. BASIC IDEAS UNDERLYING THE NEW ALGORITHM

A. MUSIC-Based Parameter Estimation

M USIC (MUltiple SIgnal Classification) [5] represents
a highly popular eigenstructure (subspace) direc-

tion-finding (DF) method applicable to arrays of irregularly
spaced sensors. MUSIC forms a spectrum using the noise-sub-
space eigenvectors of the data correlation matrix and then
searches iteratively for nulls in this spectrum. MUSIC, thus,
performs an -dimensional iterative search for extrema of a
scalar function to estimate the parameters of all incident
sources. Relative to the optimum maximum-likelihood (ML)
parameter estimation method, eigenstructure methods: 1) de-
mand less computation; 2) do not requirea priori information of
the joint probability density relating all sources and noises but
only the noise’s second-order statistics; 3) yield asymptotically
unbiased and efficient estimates of the directions-of-arrival
(DOA); and 4) produce at moderate signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) estimation performance comparable to the optimal
methods. Irregular inter-hydrophone spacing frequently arises,
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for example, when multiple identical sonobuoy subarrays
are scattered over a wide area, in sparse arrays for aperture
extension, in log-periodic arrays for frequency-invariant
beamforming, and in conformal arrays. For such irregularly
spaced arrays of pressure hydrophones, ESPRIT [7]—the other
popular eigenstructure method—cannot effectively process the
collected data fromall pressure hydrophones. This is because
ESPRIT requires the overall array to be decomposable into two
identical but translated subarrays, a condition violated by the
geometric irregularity of the arbitrarily spaced array. However,
ESPRIT will be used in this algorithm to process the data from
pairs of vector hydrophones to generate coarse arrival angle
estimates to initiate MUSIC. ESPRIT can be so used despite
the array’s geometric irregularity because of the vector nature
of the vector hydrophones.

This work represents the first paper relating the MUSIC algo-
rithm to an irregular array of vector hydrophones. This present
algorithm further distinguishes itself from other beamspace
MUSIC algorithms [8]–[10] in several regards: 1) beams are
formed in the velocity-field domain; 2) these velocity-field
beams are formedblindly using noa priori source information;
and 3) coarse estimates of the direction cosine are derived to
start off MUSIC’s iterative search. This present algorithm does
not require anya priori source information; however, if any
such information becomes available, it would be possible to
incorporate techniques presented in [8]–[10] to form beams in
the spatial domain as well.

B. Vector Hydrophones

This proposed method is applicable to any irregularly
spaced array of vector hydrophones, each of which comprises
two or three1 identical co-located but orthogonally oriented
velocity hydrophones plus an optional co-located pressure
hydrophone. Each velocity hydrophone has an intrinsically
directional response to the incident underwater acoustic
wavefield, measuring only one Cartesian component of the
incident three-dimensional (3-D) underwater acoustic particle
velocity field. Each vector hydrophone (constructed with
three orthogonal velocity hydrophones) thus measures all
three Cartesian components of the incident acoustic particle
velocity-field. The th incident signal would effect a steering
vector whose components are the signal’s three Cartesian
direction-cosines

1To avoid directly dealing with the vertical component of the underwater
acoustical particle motion, the vector hydrophone may comprise only two hori-
zontally oriented velocity hydrophones plus a pressure hydrophone. This allows
the measured ocean acoustics to be modeled as rectilinear.
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where
symbolizes the th source’s azimuth angle and represents
the elevation angle. The vector hydrophone’s unique array
manifold is pivotal to the efficacy of this proposed approach.
The Swallow floats [11], one example of a freely drifting
array of vector hydrophones, are neutrally buoyant and may
be ballasted to any desired depth in the ocean. The DIFAR
array [12], [13], a uniform vertical array with flux-gate com-
passes to measure the orientation of the horizontal velocity
hydrophones, exemplifies another possible construction of
vector hydrophones. Velocity-hydrophone technology has been
available for some time [1] and continues to attract attention
in the field of underwater acoustics [29]. Many different types
of velocity hydrophones are available [3] and have been con-
structed using a variety of technologies, with designs ranging
from mechanically-based [4] to optically-based [6] to deriva-
tive-based [16]. This recognition of the vector-field nature (i.e.,
the acoustic particle velocity field) of the underwater acoustic
wavefield distinguishes this algorithm from more customary
source localization methods deploying pressure hydrophones
and treating the underwater acoustic wavefield as merely a
scalar wavefield (i.e., a pressure field).

Velocity hydrophones have been used in several earlier signal
processing papers. D’Spainet al. [13] and Hawkes and Nehorai
[28] investigated Capon spectrum estimation along predeter-
mined spatial direction for an array of vector hydrophones. The
vector-hydrophone beam pattern is analyzed by Wong and Chi
[31]. Shchurovet al. [14] used vector hydrophones to measure
ambient noise but not for source direction finding. Nehorai
and Paldi [16] developed a measurement model of the vector
hydrophone and stated that the normalized vector-hydrophone
array manifold contains the direction-cosines as its components.
Nehorai and Paldi [16] also proposed a scalar performance
measure [the mean square angular error (MSAE)], derived a
compact expression and a bound for the asymptotic MSAE for
the vector hydrophone, and proposed a fast wide-band estimator
of the arrival angles in a single-source scenario using one
vector hydrophone. Hochwald and Nehorai [21] determined the
maximum number of sources uniquely identifiable with a single
vector hydrophone. Hawkes and Nehorai also derived theoretical
performance bounds for direction finding and beamforming
using an array of vector hydrophones [28], [18] and analyzed un-
derwateracousticboundaryconditions forhull-mounted [19]and
surface-mounted [20] vector hydrophones. Wong and Zoltowski
used the ESPRIT-based normalization DOA-estimator on a
single vector hydrophone [23], [30] and to extend array aperture
beyondhalf-wavelengthspacing forasparsebut regularlyspaced
multi-element planar array of vector hydrophones [24]. Wong
and Zoltowski also devised a Root-MUSIC direction-finding
algorithm applicable touniformlyspaced velocity hydrophones
[29]. In contrast, this proposed method performs direction
finding in the acoustic particle velocity-field beamspace for
arbitrarily spaced vector hydrophones using a self-initiating
MUSIC-based iterative method.

C. Acoustic Particle Velocity-Field Beamspace

Considering each vector hydrophone as a subarray unit, iden-
tical velocity-field beams in two- (angular-)dimensional space

may be formed at each individual vector hydrophone. These
vector-hydrophone-based beams, to be formed by linearly
constrained minimum variance (LCMV) beamforming, may be
directed to any azimuth-elevation direction to pass only one
signal-of-interest while nulling out all interference. This would
eliminate many local optima in MUSIC’s iterative search and
thus facilitate more speedy and more robust convergence to the
global optimum.

In order to specify the linear constraints used to construct
this LCMV beamformer, it would be necessary to estimate
each source’s respective vector hydrophone steering vector.
This may be accomplished by applying TLS-ESPRIT—a
total least squares refinement of ESPRIT [7]—to a pair of
vector hydrophones, which effectively embody two identical
but spatially translated three-element subarrays, the data
collected from which form an ESPRIT matrix-pencil pair. The
lower-dimensional eigenvectors (not the signal-subspace nor
the null-space eigenvectors of the data correlation matrix) gen-
erated in the final stage of TLS-ESPRIT are used to decouple
the element-space signal-subspace eigenvectors to yield an
estimate of each source’s vector-hydrophone steering vector,
which may in turn be used as linear constraints for LCMV
beamforming over the two-dimensional (2-D) parameter-space
of the azimuth and the elevation.

D. Blind Estimation via Self-Initiating MUSIC

MUSIC, however, performs a computationally expensive it-
erative optimization search over a multidimensional parameter-
space. Whether this optimization converges to the global op-
timum and how fast this iterative search converges depend very
much on the proximity of the initial parameter values to the true
global optimum. Withouta priori information on the incident
sources, initial estimates are generally unobtainable. One ad-
vantage provided by this proposed method is the capability to
self-generate such initial estimatesblindly without anya priori
information. Coarse DOA estimates are herein derived based
on the vector hydrophone’s unique array manifold, which con-
tains an incident source’s all three Cartesian velocity compo-
nents. Such estimates of theth source’s steering vector, al-
ready available from TLS-ESPRIT as explained earlier, when
normalized produce estimates of the source’s Cartesian coordi-
nate direction-cosines, , which can serve
as “coarse” estimates to start off MUSIC’s iterative search. In
essence, the deployment of multiple spatially displaced vector
hydrophones allows two separate independent approaches to es-
timate the DOA’s—via the normalization DOA estimator [16] at
each vector hydrophone and via an iterative search over the mul-
tivector-hydrophone array manifold parameterized by the inter-
vector-hydrophone phase delays. The high variances of these
normalization DOA estimates (relative to the direction-cosine
estimates to be derived through acoustic particle velocity-field
beamspace MUSIC’s iterative search) are intuitively explain-
able as due to its derivation based on information from a single
vector hydrophone, which has no effective geometric aperture
because of its point-like geometry. In contrast, MUSIC’s esti-
mates benefit from the nonzero spatial extent of the full array
aperture.
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E. Automatic Pairing of Direction-Cosine Estimates

A nontrivial pairing problem with the direction-cosine
estimates would ordinarily arise with geometrically separable
array configurations using pressure hydrophones, but not in the
present case with vector hydrophones. This present algorithm
automatically pairs estimates of the-axis direction-cosines
with those along the axis. This pairing problem is nontrivial
because there does not exist any fundamental algebraic theorem
nor any general algorithm for such a 2-D problem. What do
exist are numerous algorithms that apply only to arrays that sep-
arately estimate the two sets of direction-cosines and then pair
them. For example, in cross-shaped, L-shaped, or planar arrays,
hydrophones displaced along theaxis leads to estimates of
the direction-cosines along theaxis; hydrophones displaced
along the axis leads to estimates of direction-cosines along
the axis. However, even with such separable array configura-
tions, there remains the aforementioned nontrivial problem to
pair the -axis direction-cosine estimates with the-axis direc-
tion-cosine estimates. In contrast, this proposed algorithm has
already automatically resolved this pairing problem because
the direction-cosine estimates are already correctly paired in
the normalization estimates.

F. Organization of this Paper

The remainder of this paper will first develop the proposed
self-initiating MUSIC-based azimuth/elevation source local-
ization algorithm for an array of arbitrarily spaced vector
hydrophones, each of which is made of three identical and
co-located but orthogonally oriented velocity hydrophones; this
version of the proposed algorithm can handle up to two incident
sources. Section III-E1 then extends the algorithm for vector
hydrophones made of the aforementioned velocity-hydrophone
triad plus an additional co-located pressure hydrophone (to
distinguish between acoustic compressions and dilations); this
version of the proposed algorithm can handle up to three inci-
dent sources. Section III-E2 modifies the algorithm for vector
hydrophones made of only two horizontally and orthogonally
oriented velocity hydrophones plus an additional co-located
pressure hydrophone; this version of the proposed algorithm
can handle up to two incident sources. The elimination of the
vertically oriented velocity hydrophone will allow actual ocean
acoustics to be better modeled as rectilinear. Section III-F
presents a variation of the schemes in Section III-E to handle
more than three sources.

II. DATA MODEL FOR IRREGULARLY SPACED VECTOR

HYDROPHONES

Uncorrelated narrow-band2 underwater acoustic plane-waves
impinge from one side3 of an array of vector hydrophones lo-
cated irregularly in a 3-D region. Each vector hydrophone con-

2These incident signals are narrow-band in that their bandwidths are very
small compared to the inverse of the wavefronts’ transit times across the array.
The case involving broad-band signals may be reduced to a set of narrow-band
problems using a comb of narrow-band filters.

3The sources may impinge from both sides of the array if the vector hy-
drophone is constructed using the three velocity hydrophones plus a pressure
hydrophone.

sists of three spatially co-located but orthogonally oriented ve-
locity hydrophones. Theth impinging source has the following
3 1 vector-hydrophone array manifold [16]:

(1)

where symbolizes the th source’s elevation
angle measured from the verticalaxis, denotes
the th source’s azimuth angle, represents
the direction-cosine along theaxis, sym-
bolizes the direction-cosine along theaxis, and
denotes the direction-cosine along theaxis.

There are two essential observations about this array man-
ifold. First, each vector hydrophone yields a 31 steering
vector—each vector hydrophone effectively embodies a
three-element subarray in and of itself. Second, the normal-
ized steering vector uniquely determines a broad-band or
narrow-band source’s DOA. Thus, if the steering vectors of
all impinging sources can be estimated from the received data,
then the signal-of-interests’ DOA’s can be estimated by simply
normalizing their respective steering vector estimates.

The spatial phase factor for theth incident source at theth
vector hydrophone located at is

(2)

The th signal impinging upon theth vector hydrophone at time
thus registers the three-component vector measurement

where (3)

where denotes the th signal’s power, is a zero-mean
unit-variance complex random process,is the signals’ wave-
length, is the propagation speed, and is the th signal’s
uniformly-distributed random carrier phase.

With a total of co-channel signals, theth vector hy-
drophone has the 31 vector measurement

(4)

(The above source maximum limit may readily be raised
to by replacing each vector hydrophone with a subarray
of vector hydrophones. Such subarrays may be arbitrarily con-
figured so long as the same subarray configuration is used at all
locations. This extension will be discussed in detail in the next
section.)
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For the entire arbitrarily spaced vector-hydrophone array,4

there exists a vector measurement at each

...

(5)

where is the matrix

(6)

and

...

...

... (7)

where denotes the Kronecker product, symbolizes the
3 1 complex-valued zero-mean additive white noise vector at
the th vector hydrophone, and for

. With a total of snapshots taken at
the distinct times , the vector-hydrophone
direction-finding problem.5 is to determine all

from the data set

...
...

... (8)

where the submatrices correspond
to measurements at theth vector hydrophone.

III. SELF-INITIATING MUSIC-BASED DF IN ACOUSTIC

PARTICLE VELOCITY-FIELD BEAMSPACE

A. Eigen-Decomposition of Sampled Data

In eigenstructure (subspace) DF methods (such as MUSIC),
the overall sample correlation matrix (which embodies a
maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of the true sample correla-
tion matrix if the additive noise is Gaussian) is decomposed into

4The following algorithmic development assumes that allL vector
hydrophones are identically oriented. A simple correctional procedure is
presented in [25] to accommodate any nonidentical orientation among theL

vector hydrophones
5Although the proposed algorithm will be presented in the batch processing

mode, real-time adaptive implementations of this present algorithm may readily
be realized for nonstationary environments using the fast recursive eigen-de-
composition updating methods such as those in [15] and [17].

a -dimensional signal subspace and a -dimensional
noise subspace. MUSIC derives a null spectrum (or source spec-
trum) parameterized by the direction-cosines and then identi-
fies the deepest nulls in this null spectrum (or peaks for the
source spectrum) to estimate the arrival angles. Hence, MUSIC
performs a 2-D search for extrema of a scalar function to
estimate the azimuth and elevation angles of allincident
sources. Let symbolize the matrix composed of the

eigenvectors corresponding to thelargest eigenvalues of
the sample data correlation matrix, and let denote
the , matrix composed of the remaining
eigenvectors of :

(9)

where

(10)

symbolizes a diagonal matrix whose diagonal en-
tries embody the largest eigenvalues, and represents a

diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries
contain the smallest eigenvalues, anddenotes an un-
known but nonsingular coupling matrix. is nonsingular
because both and are full rank. If there existed no noise,
or an infinite number of snapshots were available, the above ap-
proximation would become an exact identity.

B. Blind Beamforming in the Acoustic Particle Velocity Field

Velocity-field beamforming removes those spectral optima
corresponding to interfering sources by nulling out all but one
signal-of-interest at a time, thereby facilitating MUSIC’s iter-
ative search for a speedy convergence to the global optimum.
Prior to this acoustic particle velocity-field beamforming step,
data dimensions have already been reduced by the eigen-de-
composition step in (9) to (10) from to . By
constructing an identical beam out of each vector hydrophone
of the irregularly spaced 3-D array, velocity-field beamforming
further reduces these data dimensions to . Moreover, be-
cause the vector hydrophone’s array manifold depends on both
azimuth and elevation, spatial beams with two angular dimen-
sions may be formed out of a solitary vector hydrophone. This
implies, among other advantages, that two-spatial-dimensional
beamforming and DF may be performed with only a one-dimen-
sional array of vector hydrophones.

LCMV [2] is a statistically optimal beamforming technique
that allows extensive control of beamformer response by a set
of linear constraints, which may be set to pass (with specified
gain and phase) signals from favored directions or to block inter-
ferences from other directions and to minimize output variance.
LCMV has effects similar to constraining the coefficients of a
finite impulse response (FIR) filter to produce a specified set of
spectral peaks and nulls.
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The LCMV beamformer weights passing theth source but
nulling all other sources may be derived as

(11)

where

(12)

...
... (13)

and embody entities to be estimated. Note
that the columns of the constraint matrix simply corre-
spond to the sources’ estimated array manifolds, andis a

vector with all zeros except a 1 at theth position to indi-
cate that only theth source is to be passed. This minimizes

(i.e., the output variance or power) while satisfying
the constraints . Note that these acoustic particle
velocity-field beams have been formed without explicit estima-
tion of the arrival angles.

This 3 1 LCMV acoustic particle velocity-field beam-
forming weight vector is to be applied identically to each

sector of the signal-subspace eigenvector matrix
of (10) as follows:

(14)

where denotes theth source’s velocity-field beam-
former output, passing only theth source but nulling all other

sources. This velocity-field beamformer output
will then be used in a 2-D DOA search to be discussed in Sec-
tion III-C. Note that each signal-of-interest would have its own

, , and 2-D iterative search.
The impinging sources’ spatial diversity is exploited by this

univector-hydrophone-based beamformer in a way fundamen-
tally different with a conventional phased array of displaced
pressure hydrophones. In the latter case, the spatial diversity
among incident sources is encapsulated in the spatial phase
factors between the phased array’s spatially displaced pressure
hydrophones. In contrast, no such spatial phase factors exist
among each vector hydrophone’s component hydrophones
because all three velocity hydrophones are spatially co-located.
The Vandermonde structure in the array manifold of a uniformly
spaced array of identical pressure hydrophones no longer exists
within a vector hydrophone. Instead, the sources’ spatial diver-
sity is directly encapsulated by the vector hydrophone in the
scalar response of each component hydrophone comprising the
vector hydrophone. Univector-hydrophone beamforming, thus,
embodies a kind of acoustic particle velocity-field weighting,
fundamentally distinct from the phased array’s spatial filtering.
Note also thatspatial beamforming techniques [8]–[10] men-
tioned earlier could be applied to further reduce the dimension
of this velocity-field beamspace data set whena priori
DOA information on the incident sources are available.

C. Estimation of Vector-Hydrophone Steering Vectors

The blind beamforming procedure suggested in the preceding
subsection needs , which may be derived
using TLS-ESPRIT [7]. ESPRIT exploits the translational in-
variance between two identical subarrays translated by a known
separation . Because each vector hydrophone embodies a
three-component subarray, any two vector hydrophones may
be considered as an ESPRIT pair of subarrays.
different pairs of vector hydrophones may altogether be formed
out of the vector hydrophones. Each of these
ESPRIT vector-hydrophone pairs produces its own estimate
of , which must then be summed
coherently to preserve signal power and to maximize noise
cancellation.

Available at this point of the algorithm are the number of
signal-subspace eigenvectors (10), from which theth

vector hydrophone’s number of 3 1 signal-subspace eigen-
vectors may be extracted as follows:

for (15)

(16)

(17)

... (18)

where denotes an vector with all zeros except a 1 in the
th position and symbolizes a 3 3 identical matrix.

An ESPRIT matrix pencil pair involving theth and the th
vector hydrophone may be formed using the two matrices

and , which (being full rank) are related by a
nonsingular matrix :

(19)

(20)

where symbolizes a permutation matrix,
embodies a diagonal matrix whose diagonal element
equals the eigenvalue of with the corresponding eigen-
vector equal to the th column of , the estimate of in
(17) using data from theth and the th vector hydrophones.

equals except the diagonal elements are reordered.
However, the above eigen-decomposition of can only
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determine to within some column permutation. This is
because (20) still holds replacing and , respectively,
by and . Under noiseless or asymptotic
conditions (i.e., infinite number of data time samples),

(21)

and . Note that ESPRIT may be concurrently ap-
plied to these matrix pencil pairs by parallel com-
putation.

In order to sum these estimates of the three-
component velocity fields, the permutational ambiguities asso-
ciated with must next be resolved. That
is, must be estimated. Recognizing that embodies
a unitary matrix, the rows of constitute an orthogonal
set. Let denotes the row-index of the matrix element with the
largest absolute value in theth column of the matrix

. Then the th row of must
correspond to theth row of . This permutation proce-
dure requiresnoexhaustive searches and thus requires minimum
computation.

Having thus permuted to obtain
, may now be

decoupled and coherently summed to yield a composite estimate
of the velocity fields

(22)

where . renders the summation of and
coherent for any particularand . Similarly, ren-

ders the summation of
coherent. The computation of all matrix pencil
pairs maximizes noise cancellation because it utilizes data
collected from all vector hydrophones and exploits all spatial
invariances among all vector hydrophones. However, it
may be possible to economize on computation by performing
TLS-ESPRIT on only a subset of all possible pairs.
The drawback of not computing all pairs is a less
optimum decoupling of the sources’ steering vector, resulting in
less accurate coarse DOA estimates (to be derived below) and
less effective source selectivity in the LCMV beamforming.

As a side note, many of these ESPRIT vector-hy-
drophone pairs may possess an intervector-hydrophone spacing
in excess of a half wavelength. This will result in a cyclic
ambiguity of some integer multiple of in ESPRIT’s eigen-
values’ phases. The one-to-one mapping between ESPRIT’s
eigenvalues’ phase angles and the direction-cosines will thus
no longer exist, and no unambiguous direction-cosine estimates

may be obtainable from ESPRIT’s eigenvalues. However,
given that it is , not ESPRIT’s eigenvalues, that is needed in
the algorithm, this cyclic ambiguity of ESPRIT’s eigenvalues’
phases is irrelevant to the objective at hand. TLS-ESPRIT,
regardless of the intervector-hydrophone spacing, can always
estimate and , and these are all that matter here. In
other words, initial coarse estimates of the direction-cosines
are derived not from ESPRIT’s eigenvalues, as is often the
case, but from ESPRIT’s signal-subspace eigenvectors. In
contrast, ESPRIT’s signal-subspace eigenvectors are usable
here because they do not suffer any ambiguity due to extended
intervector-hydrophone spacing. For the vector hydrophone,
knowledge of these signal-subspace eigenvectors leads to
direct estimation (via the normalization estimator) of the direc-
tion-cosines due to the unique form of the vector hydrophone’s
manifold. If each vector hydrophone is replaced by a subarray
of displaced pressure hydrophones, then the present algorithm
would not work because there is no simple way to extract
the direction-cosine information from the subarray manifold
of a subarray of displaced pressure hydrophones without
performing another MUSIC-like search over the subarray
manifold.

D. Self-Initiating MUSIC-Based DF in Acoustic Particle
Velocity-Field Beamspace

Applying MUSIC to the LCMV acoustic particle velocity-
field beamformer output, the direction-cosine estimates for the

th source are

(23)

Note that, unlike customary formulation of the MUSIC algo-
rithm, the th source’s signal-subspace steering vector, not the
null-space eigenvectors, is used in the above optimization. It is
preferable here to use rather than the null-space eigenvec-
tors because the latter, being orthogonal to all

, contain “contaminating” information from the spa-
tial phase factors of all the other sources. In contrast, ,
as the output of the LCMV beamformer nulling out all signals
other than the th signal, contains information only of theth
source. Thus, using in (23) removes spectral optima corre-
sponding to the interferers, resulting in a “flattened” scalar func-
tion for optimization and thus yielding faster convergence to
more accurate arrival angle estimates. As a side note, customary
formulations of MUSIC use the null-space eigenvectors and not
the signals’ steering vectors in the above optimization also be-
cause the individual sources’ steering vectors are unavailable.
The signal-subspace eigenvector set (i.e., the columns of)
cannot ordinarily be decoupled into the impinging sources’
respective steering vectors. In contrast, this decoupling can be
successfully performed using techniques described in the pre-
ceding subsections. Thus, the MUSIC-based search of this algo-
rithm can use each individual source’s steering vector estimate
instead of the null-space eigenvectors.

A set of coarse direction-cosine estimates
may be obtained to initiate the iterative
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search in (23) by normalizing each signals’ steering vector
estimate

sgn

where

sgn if
if

(24)

sgn is used above because the sources are assumed to
locate in the upper hemisphere. From the direction-cosine es-
timates derived in (23), theth signal’s azimuth and elevation
arrival angles can be estimated as

(25)

(26)

Note that these estimates of the sources’ azimuth angles and
elevation angles have already been automatically matched with
no additional processing.

E. Alternative Constructions of the Vector Hydrophone

1) Alternate Construction #1:It is possible to add an extra
pressure hydrophone in spatial co-location to the existing ve-
locity-hydrophone triad subarray unit. Acoustic particle mo-
tion sensors, by themselves, suffer a 180ambiguity, with their
plane-wave response given by the “figure 8” curve. However,
the addition of a pressure hydrophone breaks this ambiguity be-
cause a hydrophone distinguishes between acoustical compres-
sions and dilations. This new setup expands the 31 array man-
ifold in (1) to a 4 1 array manifold [16]

(27)

All other equations in the previous exposition are to be similarly
expanded in a straightforward fashion. With this four-compo-
nent vector-hydrophone construction, sources may be located
to either side of the array, that is, may range in
instead of . The number of resolvable sources
is increased to three (the following section will discuss how to
increase to an arbitrarily large number of resolvable sources).

This additional pressure hydrophone also allows ad-
ditional noise cancellation using the Lagrange multiplier
method to harmonize the two separate measurements,
and , of the normalized
pressure. That is, an optimal set of perturbation weights

relating the elements of

(28)

may be derived to harmonize these two entities as follows. Re-
casting this objective in the theoretical framework of an opti-
mization problem:, is to be minimized
given the constraint in (28). The optimal perturbation weights
are then

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

Thus, the improved coarse reference direction-cosine estimates
are

(33)

(34)

(35)

2) Alternate Construction #2:The underwater acoustic ve-
locity field may be characterized by its three Cartesian compo-
nents, or it may alternately be characterized by its two compo-
nents along the axis and the axis plus the overall pressure
field. A vector hydrophone comprising only the two horizon-
tally oriented velocity hydrophones plus a pressure hydrophone
can avoid directly dealing with the vertical component of the
underwater acoustical particle motion. This constitutes an im-
portant consideration because particle motion may be circularly
and elliptically polarized and need not be rectilinear. Even if
the source initially generates a single plane-wave, the multi-
path propagation properties of the ocean environment typically
lead to elliptically polarized particle motion. By eliminating the
vertical velocity hydrophone, the mathematical data model pre-
sented in the preceding sections will better model actual ocean
acoustics. In this case, the sources would be presumed to be
impinging from only one side of the array plane. Then, the
vector-hydrophone array manifold in (1) becomes

(36)

The th source’s coarse but unambiguous direction-cosine esti-
mates may then be obtained from of (1) as follows

(37)

(38)

(39)

However, it would always be necessary to have at least three
co-located hydrophones in each vector-hydrophone unit so as
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to have sufficient information to obtain properly normalized di-
rection-cosine estimates.

F. Extension to Irregularly Spaced Subarrays of Vector
Hydrophones

This section presents an extension to accommodate more than
the two-source maximum permitted by the basic algorithm pre-
sented in the preceding subsections. This two-source constraint
arises from the 31 size of the vector-hydrophone’s array mani-
fold. This maximum may readily be raised to or by
replacing each of the irregularly spaced vector hydrophones
with a subarray of vector hydrophones. Such subarrays of
vector hydrophones may have an irregular configuration so long
as one identical subarray configuration is used.

The overall array manifold for the th incident source
becomes

... (40)

(41)

where denotes the location of the subarray’s
th vector hydrophonerelative to the subarray’s first vector

hydrophone located at .
Previous algorithmic developments in Section III and all

equations (1)–(25) still hold with the following changes:
, , , , and become

in size; and both become ; , ,
and become ; becomes , becomes

; becomes , while becomes
. Equation (15) also becomes

(42)

where refers to an vector with all zeros except a 1 at
the th position. selects the sector of corresponding to the
th subarray and stores that information in. Also, (22) now

produces the subarray manifold estimates, from which
the th source’s three velocity-field components may be derived
as follows:

(43)

where is now an vector. produces initial direction-
cosine estimates for MUSIC’s iterative search. Equation (14)
also becomes

(44)

where denotes a vector of ones. These modifications
permit the proposed method to handle up to sources. If

, then more sources can be accommodated if the above

array configuration of vector hydrophones is viewed as
identical but translated subarrays ofirregularly spaced vector
hydrophones. In this case, up to sources may be handled.

IV. SIMULATIONS

Simulation results in Figs. 1–4 verify the efficacy of the pro-
posed self-initiating MUSIC-based DF algorithm. For all these
figures, there exist two closely spaced equal-power uncorrelated
narrow-band incident sources with the following parameters:

, and .
That is, the signal-of-interest (with subscript 1) has
and and the interference (with subscript 2) has

and . To simulate the proposed self-initiating ve-
locity-field beamspace vector-hydrophone MUSIC algorithm,
13 identically oriented vector hydrophones (each composed of
three orthogonally oriented velocity hydrophones) are used at
the coordinates:

where denotes the sources’ common wavelength. Neither
ESPRIT nor Root-MUSIC can effectively process all data
sets collected from all sensors constituting such an irregularly
spaced array. Only TLS-ESPRIT matrix pencil
pairs—those involving the vector hydrophone and
one of the other 12—have been processed to estimate the
three velocity-field components in (22). The acoustic particle
velocity-field LCMV beamformer in (14) is set to pass only the
first source and to null the second source. The additive white
noise is complex Gaussian, and the SNR is defined relative to
each source. One hundred snapshots are used in each of the
500 independent Monte Carlo simulation experiments. The
estimation error in each experiment is computed by finding
the difference between and the direction-cosines of
whichever source is closest to the estimated direction-cosines
(to be discussed more fully below). The Nelder–Meade simplex
algorithm is used in the iterative searches.

Figs. 1 and 2, respectively, plot the direction-cosines’ com-
posite estimation standard deviation and bias at different SNR’s
fortheproposedalgorithm.Thecompositermsstandarddeviation
equals the square root of the mean of the respective sample vari-
ances of and ; the composite bias equals the square root of the
meanof thesquareof the respective sample biases ofand . The
estimation standard deviation is close to the Cramer–Rao lower
boundforanSNRabove5dB.Because ,
the two sources would be resolved and identified with high prob-
ability if both the estimation standard deviation and the bias are
underapproximately0.03.Referring to thesetwofigures, thepro-
posedblindalgorithmsuccessfully resolvedtheseclosely-spaced
sources forallSNR’sabove0dBwithoutanyapriori information
on the sources’ directions of arrival.

Very occasionally, the iterative search proposed in Section III
converges to the spectral optimum corresponding to the nulled
source rather than to the passed source. The frequency of this
misconvergence to the nulled source is plotted in Fig. 3. Note
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Fig. 1. RMS standard deviation offû ; v̂ g versus SNR: two closely-spaced equal-power uncorrelated narrow-band incident sources with� = 58:07 ; � =

44:05 ; P = 1; � = 59:10 ; � = 36:47 ; P = 1, 100 snapshots per experiment, and 500 independent experiments per data point.

Fig. 2. RMS bias offû ; v̂ g versus SNR: the same settings as in Fig. 1.

that at high SNR’s at or above 20 dB, misconvergence does
not occur at all. As the SNR becomes more demanding, mis-
convergence gradually increases. This phenomenon of miscon-
vergence to the supposedly nulled source may be explained by
the imperfect decoupling of the signal-subspace eigenvectors
into the sources’ individual array manifolds in (22) as noise in-
tensity increases. Thus, the LCMV beamformer fails to block
out the phase-delay spectrum of the supposedly nulled source,
and the iterative search misconverges to the direction-cosines
of this source. This problem may be minimized by computing
more TLS-ESPRIT matrix pencil pairs (instead of only

pairs as performed for these simulation results) in (22) to ob-
tain better decoupling of the signal-subspace eigenvectors. Con-
vergence behavior of the MUSIC-based iterative search is in-
tegrally connected with the particular search algorithm used.
MATLAB’s built-in function “fmins” utilized for these simu-
lations uses the Nelder–Meade simplex algorithm. A more so-
phisticated search algorithm could well offer better converge re-
sults. In any case, this misconvergence to an unintended source
need not be a problem if, in each velocity-beam space iterative
search, optima (instead of just one optimum) are to be deter-
mined.
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Fig. 3. Fraction of misconvergence to “nulled” source versus SNR: the same settings as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4. RMS error offû ; v̂ g versus proximity of the initial estimatefu ; v g to the true values. The same settings as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 demonstrates the advantage offered by the proposed
algorithm’s self-initiating capability by comparing the esti-
mation errors of the proposed algorithm with the estima-
tion errors of customary MUSIC applied to a comparable
pressure-hydrophone array and supplied with a close initial
search value. This customary pressure-hydrophone MUSIC
algorithm is simulated for 39 pressure hydrophones grouped
into 13 three-element subarrays, with each subarray having
an -shaped configuration .
These 13 subarrays are located in an identical configuration as
the aforementioned 13-vector-hydrophone array. Note that this
39-pressure-hydrophone array possesses an identical number

of hydrophones as the 13-vector-hydrophone array and that
these two arrays have nearly the same physical aperture. The
simulation scenario here is identical to that for Figs. 1–3,
except the SNR is constant at 10 dB and the proximity of
the available initial search direction-cosine estimates to the
true direction-cosine values for pressure-hydrophone MUSIC
is varied. The two parallel lines with x’s in Fig. 4 give the
performance of the 39-pressure-hydrophone array in terms of
estimation bias one estimation standard deviation. The solid
line shows the estimation bias plus one estimation standard
deviation for the proposed algorithm. The estimation bias is
negligible relative to the estimation standard deviation for the
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vector-hydrophone case, because the proposed self-initiating
algorithm needs noa priori coarse initial search value. In
contrast, bias dominates standard deviation for the pressure-hy-
drophone array because the optimization here converges to a
local optimum, instead of the true global optimum. Note that,
even when the supplied initial search value is within 0.04 of
the signal’s direction cosines, customary pressure-hydrophone
MUSIC still under-performs (due to misconvergence to a wrong
local optimum) relative to the proposed self-initiating acoustic
particle velocity-field MUSIC method.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This novel self-initiating MUSIC-based DF algorithm in
underwater acoustic particle velocity-field beamspace utilizes
vector hydrophones instead of pressure hydrophones. The
recognition of the impinging underwater acoustic wavefield
as a vector field instead of a mere intensity field allows DF
by normalizing the the vector-hydrophone steering vectors,
rather than through estimating inter-element spatial phase
delays as is customarily done. The underwater acoustic particle
velocity-field beamformer reduces the complexity of the
scalar function to be searched and removes false optima due
to interferers. The normalization estimator further supplies
coarse direction-cosine estimates to start off the velocity-field
beamspace MUSIC’s iterative search over the intervector-hy-
drophone spatial phase-delay array manifoldwithout any a
priori information on the sources’ parameters, thereby facili-
tating faster convergence to theglobal optimum. Simulation
results verify the efficacy of this blind beamforming and
DF algorithm. While the preceding algorithmic development
has assumed that all vector hydrophones are identically
oriented, a simple correctional procedure is presented in [25] to
accommodate any nonidentical orientation among thevector
hydrophones. Though the incident signals have been assumed
to be narrow-band, broad-band signals may be readily handled
by reducing the broad-band problem to a set of narrow-band
problems via the use of a comb of narrow-band filters. Fur-
thermore, even though this algorithm is in the batch processing
mode, its real-time adaptive implementation for nonstationary
environments may be readily implemented using fast recursive
eigen-decomposition updating methods such as those in [15]
and [17]. An electromagnetic analog of the proposed scheme
is available in [26].
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